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Join Richard Scarry's beloved characters Huckle Cat, Lowly Worm, and more as they learn about

the importance of manners. From how to behave at school, to sharing, to important safety rules -

and featuring bright and fun illustrations - young children will gain an understanding of the right ways

to behave in a variety of situations. Now includes a sticker sheet!
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Illus. in full color. The animal residents of Busytown learn useful lessons about manners,

thoughtfulness, and caring in this perky, funny paperback.

Generations of children around the world have grown up spending hours poring over books by the

late RICHARD SCARRY filled with all the colorful details of their daily lives. No other illustrator has

shown such a lively interest in the words and concepts of early childhood. He began his career at

Golden Books in the 1940s, and he remains one of the world's best-loved children's authors EVER!

He was posthumously awarded a Lifetime Achievement Award from the Society of Illustrators in

2012.



Good value for the price, you get 7 short stories with this book & the illustrations are very well done.

If your child's attention span can't handle the entire book you can still manage a few. Lots of funny

action pictures to hold their interest, my 4 1/2 yr old son flips through the book on his own just to

look at the pictures and they are descriptive enough to follow the story without reading the words.

It's a favorite book to listen to because he is of age to get in trouble and to be held accountable, so

he likes to see that he is not the only one. His favorite story is Pig Will and Pig Won't. Hint: Say "I

won't" with an angry piggy snort! This cracks kids up, they will anticipate the words and snort along

with you "I won't"! Sometimes works to change a defiant or lazy mood when I ask him to do

something, I will ask "is my D. a pig will or pig won't today?".. helps to snort a little! Can't overuse it

though..

There is just something classic about children's books and Richard Scarry. I still have my nursery

rhyme book from my childhood~40 years now. I love the lessons in this book. Illustrated in classic

Richard Scarry characters this book teaches children manners for different situations.

I had a copy of this book when I was a child, and the funny thing is I still have memories of the

lessons illustrated in the pages. This was back in the 1970s. I bought this book for my niece a few

years ago, and she recently told me it was helpful. This book should be in the library of every child.

Cute illustrations accompany the lessons and stories.

I love Richard Carry books but this one is wayyyyy out of date. I returned it because the references

were so old I wouldn't want my grandchildren to learn these stereotypes.

A very cute book, with fanciful illustrations, to help back up the importance of manners. My kids are

very polite in saying their please and thank yous, but it is always good to emphasis the importance

in colorful ways that they can easily grasp the concepts. Great addition to any library, either

personal or classroom.

Arrive quickly and in protective packaging. Bought for my toddler, a little old for her currently as her

attention span isn't great but I loved the book anyways and look forward to when she is able to go

through it page by page with me. The sentences are short and divided rather than paragraph form

which I also like.



This children's book by Richard Scarry is delightful. It teaches good manners in a fun way.

I grew up on Richard Scarry and had to buy one plus I'm teaching my little one and he's attentive to

what's going on as we read to him.
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